The aim of this paper is to description the nominal of predicate between two languages (Albanian -English). The purpose of the following discussing is to show that some noun phrases, namely predicate nominal's, do not seem to exhibit. What is considering the typical behavior of noun phrase? First, they do not seem to be assigned case. Second, they may not assign are roles in normal sense so that they are probably as Theta-marker arguments, unlike referential Noun Phrases. 
Introduction
The purpose of the following discussing is to show that some noun phrases, namely predicate nominal's, do not seem to exhibit! What is considering the typical behavior of noun phrase? First, they do not seem to be assigned Case. Second, they may not assign are roles in normal sense so that they are probably as Theta-marker arguments, unlike One fore is where the predicate noun renames the subject of the sentence.
Artani was the actor. (Artani is the subject and actor is the predicate of noun and it follows the verb "was" the past tens of "to be").
Arta's father remains the leader in sales for our country.
The predicate noun phrase follows a form of the verb for example in Albanian language:
Atdhetaria është punë e parë për çdo intelektual. Naimi është poeti ynë kombëtare.
Fëmijët janë lulet e jetës. Kjo s'është punë e juaj. Agimi është djali yt? "It can be an NP or any other structure in nominal function" viii .
The structure of the sentence between Albanian and English is different and it has the contrast in these phenomena of grammar e.g.
The simple sentence:
Kjo është puna e juaj.
This is your job.
The predicate of noun phrase (in simple or compound sentence) is the same with the function but different with structure.
When the subject complement is NP, it is the predicate nominative. Since predicate nominatives are NPs that follow verbs in the predicate, they look at great deal like direct objects.
I am a student. I love a teacher.
S P DO
Predicate nominal I like a book.
S P DO Predicate nominal
In the sentence I am a student, I and a student are noun phrase that refer to the same individual. If the speaker in the second sentence /I love a teacher/ uses a transitive verb, I
and a teacher refer to different people.
The direct object and indirect object are both structures within the predicate e.g.
S Predicate
 _________________ I gave Benit my dictionary. The function of the indirect object is normally realized by a noun phrase and only very rarely by a finite /kë, çka, çfarë, ku ---what, where, why, when/-clause etc. The direct object and indirect object are (can be) both structures within the predicate e.g.
I gave Benit my dictionary.
P IO DO
ix "Shkolla ka dhjetë studentë. In Albanian language the direct object can be the number that has the function of noun. When the subject complement is NP, it is the predicate nominative.
Since predicate nominatives are NP-s that follows verb in the predicate, they look at great deal like direct objects.
I am a student. 
Complement
Strictly complement could be used with reference to all those constituents that obligatory complement the verb. "Both of languages with this contrast in syntactic structure can make with noun the subject, direct object, indirect object and predicate" xiii .
The predicator complement can realize by the noun phrase e.g.
The boy resembles his father.
After a few minutes it began to rain.
Father suggests Tomin to see a doctor.
Could you help me to find this book?
The weather became warmer.
I saw her in the street.
We call him Jo.
If the predicate complement is realized by a non-finite clause containing a toinfinitive, the infinitive may be preceded by a noun phrase functioning as direct object of the finite verb, as in:
xiv Mother persuaded Mary to see a doctor.
Could you help me to move this cupboard?
In English language it is obligation to repeat the predicate and subject too, but in Albanian is not necessary to repeat the subject, because by the predicate we understand for what does the sentence has meaning. The sentence "The cat killed the mouse" we have the definite 
